Physics Tutors for Hire

Kehang Bai
Phone: (541)-510-2007
Email: kbai@uoregon.edu
Hourly Rate: $20
Languages: English and Mandarin
Available via Zoom and In-Person
Takes any students; Physics, Math, Python, C++

Bruce Edelman
Phone: (574) 780-4125
E-mail: bedelman@uoregon.edu
Hourly Rate: $25
Available via zoom and In-Person
Takes any students

Austin Batz
Phone: (571) 969-0383
E-mail: abatz@uoregon.edu
Hourly Rate: $25
Languages: English only
Available via Zoom or In-Person
Takes Physics and Math students

Ben Kauffman
Phone: (530) 514-4036
E-mail: bbk@uoregon.edu
Hourly rate: $30
Languages: English
Available via Zoom or In-Person
Takes Physics & Math students

Abhijeet Melkani
Phone: 541-515-3026
E-mail: amelkani@uoregon.edu
Hourly rate: $20
Languages: English and Hindi
Physics and Math students

Sofiane Merkouche
Phone: (702) 336-5316
E-mail: sofianem@uoregon.edu
Hourly Rate: $30
Takes any students, including Astronomy, Math, Physics

Rich Moraski
Phone: (703) 472-3337
E-mail: rmoraski@uoregon.edu
Hourly Rate: $25
Takes any students, including Astronomy
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